
        WORKSHOP 1
MASSIVE MAPS

             Hi all! In today’s session we will be doing some 
             large map-like drawings - and see what can we
             do with them!

WHAT YOU’ll NEED:
-8 sheets of paper
-paint (any kind - poster, watercolour, etc.)
-tape-tape
-felt tip pens, crayons or the like.
That’s all!

  Start by taping the 8 sheets to a surface like this
  (you might want to clear a larger table for this...):
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We will be only lightly smearing it on, like a stain. You can use 
a wad of tissue (or any paper) to do this.
BE CAREFUL not to get too much paint on the paper- 
we don’t want it to get wet!

You can use different colours  - but leave plenty of white, too! 
Once you have put the paint down, we will leave the paint to dry.

YOU can
 lightly

sprinkle 
some pa

int, 

too!

Come back in 15
minutes!

NOW we need to
apply some paint!



When you get back, it’s time to work on the outlines.

Just circle with a felt tip pen all the smears and dots you have
on the paper - these will make the islands and continents for 
your map. You can make it colorful, too! Once you have them all 
circled, it’s time to do the same on the other side of the map: 

.:

...stain with paint, let dry, outline, and lastly - cut and fold the tape, ...



One more thing - you can quickly make a 
wee frame around the drawing, to make it stand apart. 

                                     ...AND 
W                                              WE ARE
                                      READY !

nice ! 

THIS map-like drawing could
now turn into many things. 
What could you use it for?

 
   READ ON to get some ideas...! 

OUR MAP IS STARTING
TO TAKE SHAPE!



Is it a 
PAPER RUG? 

                                                                                    ...a 
                                                                                                 MAP BOOK?

                                                                          

Write 
a stor

y ! 

So, WHAT IS IT?



 

Or it could
make a great 
base for 
... a game.  

Or maybe it 
will just...

make a perfect
           MAP!

TA DA
H ! 

                               You could use it as a poster, 
               

                                      and maybe 
                                        

                                       draw more
      

                                                                          on it ?

A POS
TER?
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